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This paper is about folk healers in Kalmykia, south-west Russia, locally referred to as medlegchi, and their eclectic healing methods that combine elements of the earlier religions of Buddhism, shamanism, and folk beliefs, with modern theologies, ideas, and concepts. Although the paper focuses upon the contemporary situation of folk healers, the author also briefly describes the development of Kalmyk folk healing in order to explain its varied and de-centralized contemporary nature. Alleging to receive their healing knowledge directly from their guardian deities (the majority of whom are Buddhist gods), all Kalmyk folk healers are eclectic in their methods, some more so than others. For example, those who are members of the community Vozrozhdenie (Revival), discussed in the paper, differ from many others by the speed with which they absorb ultra-new ideas and anxieties into their healing practices, which today include UFOs, a cosmic god, and aliens among other things.
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On a sunny but chilly September day, Galina, a Kalmyk woman in her 50s, contemplates before her altar, her eyes closed. Content and happy, Galina has just helped her client, an old Russian woman, fix her relationship with her bullying daughter by performing a special ritual dedicated to the national god, Tsagan Aav. Referred to by her disciples as bagshi (teacher), and revered as the embodiment of Maitreya, the future Buddha, Galina also ponders that, apart from helping earthly mortals those queuing in front of her prayer house since the early hours, she had the honour of performing ‘cosmic rituals’ for the President of Kalmykia, Kirsan Ilyumzhinov.​[1]​ Pleased with her accomplishments and smiling, she slowly opens her eyes to see the picture of the President, placed on the altar alongside other gods, including Tsagan Aav, various furious and benign deities, the Dalai Lama, a little Jesus in the arms of the Virgin Mary, Moses stretching his hands up in a prophetic posture, and a picture of Mohammed smuggled in from Iran,​[2]​ among other ritual objects. When I ask her about her cosmic rituals, Galina replies in a well-rehearsed, calm voice:
For Kirsan Nikolaevich [Ilyumzhinov], I have performed a number of cosmic rituals. These are ‘sending his astral bodies to a secret zone of inner cosmos’, ‘cleansing’, ‘making him adapt to high-level cosmic energy’, ‘downloading a program of a very complicated nature into his body’, ‘the plugging in of the divine apparatus of the micro-laser type into the air bodies of Kirsan to enable him to hear the cosmos’, ‘introducing him to higher gods’, and many others… By the way, I often do intergalactic journeys myself.
To my question about her means of intergalactic transportation, Galina rolls her eyes and almost whispers, ‘I have my own spaceship parked on the other side of Jupiter’ and smiles, her eyes shining with immense pride. In short, what Galina performed for Kirsan Ilyumzhinov in his office in the early 2000s was a series of rituals aimed at cleansing and connecting the President’s body to the limitless expanses of outer space. As it might be assumed, Galina, however, is not a crazy person, and a particular ‘cosmic’ way of thinking is what has taken hold among some circles in post-Soviet Kalmykia (Humphrey 2014) influenced by such popular movements as Russian cosmism (Young 2012), Eurasianism (Humphrey 2002), not to mention the fact that the alternative healing and divination markets across Russia has been on the rise since the late Soviet period. Despite her seemingly ultra-modern rituals involving ‘cosmic energies’, UFOs, and intergalactic flights, Galina is mainly known among her clients and the general public as a medlegchi (lit. the one who knows), a Kalmyk term designating local folk healers. 
This paper discusses medlegchi, or folk healers (Ru. narodnye tseliteli), and their eclectic healing practices in Kalmykia, south-west Russia. The terms medlegchi and folk healer will be used interchangeably – the former is more colloquial and the latter is a Russian scholarly term used by the Kalmyks themselves. The topic of folk healers in Kalmykia has attracted little attention in Western scholarship, as has the topic of the Kalmyks in general. Apart from Eva Jane Neumann Fridman’s book Sacred Geography: Shamanism Among the Buddhist Peoples of Russia (2004), Tara Sinclair’s article ‘Tibetan Reform and the Kalmyk Revival of Buddhism’ (2008), and Valeria Gazizova’s article ‘Accepting Divine Patronage: Kalmyk Folk Religious Specialists and Their Guardian Deities’ (2016), there is practically no other published work on this topic in the West.
If to summarise these works, in her book, which is about the relationship between shamanism and Buddhism in the three Russian republics of Kalmykia, Buryatia, and Tuva, Neumann Fridman argues that in Kalmykia shamanism and Buddhism are closely knit and that both traditions use similar healing techniques. Unlike the other two republics, shamanism in Kalmykia is very limited and is used only in healing rituals of what she calls ‘shamanic healers’ or ‘shamans’. These ‘shamanic healers’/‘shamans’ are what I call medlegchi, or folk healers (Ru. narodnye tseliteli), which, as I mentioned above, is the native term. Based on short fieldwork in the autumn of 1996, her book’s main argument is that folk healers use both ‘shamanism’ and Buddhist healing methods whereas Buddhist doctors use only Buddhist methods.
Tara Sinclair, by contrast, does not use the term shamanism but characterizes the practices and beliefs of medlegchis as ‘surviving Kalmyk Buddhist practices’ (or ‘historical Kalmyk Buddhism’) in opposition to a monastic version of Buddhism imported to Kalmykia from Tibetan monasteries in India in the 1990s. The revival of monastic Buddhism in post-Soviet Kalmykia being her main topic, Sinclair’s article is based on interviews carried out in 2002-2003. 
Valeria Gazizova’s article is an ethnographically rich work about deities and spirits that Kalmyk folk healers accept as their guardian patrons during special rituals. 
In Kalmykia itself, the topic has been studied by Elza Bakaeva who has written two books (Bakaeva, 2003, 2009) in which she discusses in some detail clan rituals that folk healers perform, among other things.
Based on data collected between 2009 and 2012, the main aim of this paper, however, is to describe and explain why the institution of medlegchi, or folk healers, which combines the earlier religions of Buddhism, shamanism, and folk beliefs, is prone to absorb modern theologies, ideas, and rituals no matter how strange and alien they may seem. One may argue that absorbing new ideas is characteristic of many folk religions, as has been documented in works on spirit possession in Africa (see David Lan 1985, Janice Boddy 2010, and Behrend & Luig 1999). But what differentiates the Kalmyk case is a local mechanism whereby both old and new ideas are preserved and mixed in the context of healing rituals performed by medlegchis. 
Although the focus of the paper is the contemporary situation of folk healers, it begins with a general description of the institution of medlegchi by recounting its main characteristics and proceed to briefly describe its historical development. The paper is concluded by relaying the life story of Galina, a Kalmyk folk healer who is representative of the institution of medlegchi in that she employs many ideas and healing techniques common among other medlegchis across Kalmykia. As will be discussed later, she is also different from others because of her eclecticism.
Regarding methodology, the data is based on both interviews and participant observation carried out with two dozen medlegchis of both genders in urban and rural settings.
Kalmykia is a small republic approximately the size of Scotland situated on the western bank of the lower Volga river, between the Caspian and Black seas. The Caspian Sea stretches for around 100km in its eastern region. The population of Kalmykia is about 300,000, more than half of whom are Kalmyks, a people of Oirat-Mongol origin from Dzungaria (today the northern half of China’s Xinjiang province, western Mongolia, and eastern Kazakhstan) who settled in Kalmykia as a Khanate in the first half of the 17th century. Geographically speaking, the Kalmyks are the most western of all the Mongol groups. Before the advent of Communism, the Kalmyks had been a predominantly nomadic people, adhering to Tibetan Buddhism. During the Soviet period, they underwent a series of significant changes, such as Russification, sedentarization, secularization, proletarianization and other ‘zations’ that left a deep impact on Kalmyk ways of life, tribal structure, and religion. At the height of World War II in December 1943, accused of collaboration with the Nazis, the entire Kalmyk population was sent into exile to Siberia, the Far East and Central Asia. It was not until 1957 following Khrushchev’s Secret Speech that the Kalmyks were pardoned and allowed to return to their native land (Guchinova 2006). 
The medlegchi, can be described as healers, or spiritual healers, whose repertoire is wide-ranging, encompassing many aspects of the lives of Kalmyks. People struck by bad luck, suffering from all sorts of ailments, loss, addiction, phobias, infertility, sleepwalking, and those haunted by malevolent spirits all come to see medlegchis who, among other abilities, claim to be able to cure AIDS, cancer, and many other diseases considered incurable by modern medicine.
Medlegchis purport to derive their healing powers and knowledge directly from deities or spirits whom they accept as their guardian patrons (Kal. sekus) during special initiation rituals. Folk healers can perform such rituals of ‘accepting guardian deities’ (Kal. burhn/syakus avh) more than once, each time increasing the number of their guardian patrons from a single to several deities at a time. Whilst there is no definite rule of thumb, the general consensus in Kalmykia is that, the more powerful the medlegchi is, the more guardian deities they have. Indeed, this explains why the majority of medlegchis interviewed had more than one divine patron. The kinds of deities that offer patronage and guardianship are mainly from the Buddhist pantheon, the most popular being Tsagan Aav (White Old Man, a shamanic deity later included in the Buddhist pantheon), Okn Tengr (Maiden Sky, a female deity with a dual nature – sometimes she is regarded by the Kalmyks as the shamanic goddess of fire and sometimes is seen as the Buddhist deity Palden Lhamo), as well as other ‘traditionally’ Buddhist deities responsible for health, longevity, wisdom, music, and fortune, including White and Green Tara, Amitayus, Vajrapani, Maitreya, Namsarai, Yamantaka, and others.
 Very occasionally, medlegchis have non-Buddhist spirits – usually ambiguous, nameless, and dangerous to handle entities – as their patrons. I know only one person who claims her guardian deity to be such a spirit. The Kalmyk scholar Bakaeva also informs us that she is aware of two such medlegchis who, as she notes, do not have the images of their spirit-protectors because these spirits are prone to change their appearance. 
Whilst in Kalmykia all medlegchis claim to have guardian deities, some folk healers also allege that they are the embodiment of (Buddhist) deities themselves. For example, such a person may say that he/she is the embodiment of Maitreya (the future Buddha) and then recount the names of his/her guardian deities. I will return to this point later.
As a rule, the vocation of medlegchi is understood to be hereditary in the sense that the majority of folk healers claim to have parents or ancestors on both the patrilineal and matrilineal sides who also healed people. The first step to becoming a medlegchi begins with an encounter with and subsequent calling by a deity or spirit, which is manifested by headaches and other chronic ailments that the chosen has to overcome by accepting the patronage of that supernatural entity. 

Main characteristics of the institution of medlegchi

To begin with, this paper argues that people who identify themselves as medlegchi constitute a separate institution, because they share a set of distinct rituals (both initiation and healing-related rituals) and their main function is to heal people. Their healing rituals are based on locally recognizable ideas and methods. As will be discussed later, medlegchis differ from lamas who represent yet another institution in Kalmykia. It can be argued that the contours of the institution of medlegchi become clearer when it is compared to the monastic one. Unlike the monastic institution, the institution of medlegchi is individualistic, eclectic and decentralized in the sense that each folk healer has a set of personalized healing methods, consisting of, as they say, two main elements. 
The first element is Buddhism characterized by reading mantras, praying to Buddhist deities, counting a rosary, using Buddhist astrology etc., a set of practices that each folk healer does in different combinations and in their own ways. By using Buddhism, folk healers also uphold the Buddhist establishment and see lamas as authoritative figures. It is no wonder, then, that the overwhelming majority of medlegchis describe themselves as Buddhists. 
But in contrast to lamas specializing in medicine, medlegchis also use what they call ‘black religion’ (Kal. khar shajin), which is the second main element, as they contend, in their healing practices. In the Kalmyk popular imagination ‘black religion’ includes various non-Buddhist rituals, often involving animal or meat sacrifice on fire, dedicated to a myriad of spirits, including local spirits, ancestral spirits, and Tsagan Aav (White Old Man who is the master of nature and all Kalmyks). To this should be added various rituals of healing frightened or psychotic children, as well as divination (with sticks, animal bones etc.) that lamas do not perform. Whilst many Kalmyks argue that ‘black religion’ is none other than shamanism – hence, a tiny minority of medlegchis even describe themselves as boo or ‘shaman’ – there is no proof that this is indeed the case. In other words, what is locally referred to as ‘black religion’ or shamanism – as I will try to show – is a mix of both old and modern ideas, some of which were adopted by medlegchis as recently as the Soviet period (including various bio-, cosmic and telepathic energies). 
Whatever this ‘black religion’ is, in the healing rituals of medlegchis it is intertwined with Buddhism to such a degree that it is difficult, if not impossible, to clearly differentiate one from the other. Again, I wish to reiterate that the idea of ‘two main elements’ (Buddhism + ‘black religion’/non-Buddhist elements) is a local notion or conceptual tool that Kalmyks use themselves. 
Medicinal or any other knowledge among medlegchis is based upon telepathic transmission of this knowledge from the guardian deity(s) to the medlegchi rather than upon written texts (as it is the case among lamas). This explains why the institution of medlegchi is also eclectic, syncretic, and, as mentioned above, open to new ideas and rituals. This cumulative characteristic can even be seen in the naming of medlegchis. One and the same healer can be addressed differently by different patients. For example, Valentina is a Kalmyk woman known among people as medlegchi. Like others in her position, she is also known by other names, such as sekuste (the one who is protected), emchi (doctor), otch (bone-setter), eeldech or belgch (the one who foretells the future), and kun khalyadg (the one who sees people), because she has a guardian deity and can, among other abilities, cure illnesses, set bones, and see the future and other invisible things. Unlike the term medlegchi, the terms emchi, otch, sekuste, belgch, eeldech and kun khalyadg do not, as a rule, denote separate categories, but are often used as adjectives. That is, people who come to see Valentina to ask for divination may refer to her as eeldech, belgch or kun khalyadg; those who revere her curing abilities may characterize her as emchi; those who ask for bone-setting procedures can call her otch; and those who are impressed by her supernatural powers may call her sekuste. As a medlegchi, Valentina happens to know and practise all these. Valentina personally prefers to describe herself either as sekuste (the one who is protected), or emchi (doctor), although when the author of this article asked whether he may address her as medlegchi, she replied ‘of course’. Having said this, even at the height of their careers, not all medlegchis are equally powerful and diversified, having varying degrees of experience, skill, and interests, a factor which also affects how people call them. 





In her book Sacred Geography (2004), Neumann Fridman argues that the Kalmyks came to the lower Volga and Don regions of Russia already as Buddhists while covertly retaining certain elements of their old shamanic religion camouflaged under a cloak of Buddhism as a result of Buddhist persecution. In this process of forced camouflaging, shamanism – which, conceptually speaking, consists of two interconnected aspects, namely medicinal/healing and theological aspects – had to rid itself of its theological aspect.​[3]​ Hence shamanic magic formulas, prayers, songs, dances, and ritual implements such as drums, mirrors, and clothing were substituted with Buddhist equivalents, while the medicinal/healing aspect was permitted to exist intermixed with Buddhist healing techniques. The long journey lasting several decades from Dzungaria westwards further accelerated the demise of shamanic rituals and world-views by severing the Kalmyks’ links with their historical homeland, disrupting localized worship of specific spirits associated with those locales. The Kalmyks compensated for this loss by adopting more universal deities from the Buddhist pantheon that were not tied to specific locales and could be worshipped everywhere (Neumann Fridman 2004:41-44).
Neumann Fridman’s account of the survival of shamanic, or non-Buddhist, healing techniques among folk healers is noteworthy, but it is not so straightforward. 
Firstly, whilst Neumann Fridman refers to modern folk healers as ‘shamans’ or ‘shamanic healers’, their belief system cannot be described as shamanism as such, not least because the majority of medlegchis, at least today, identify themselves as Buddhists. The presence of shamanic elements in their otherwise heavily mixed and Buddhisized healing rituals (involving Buddhist mantras, implements, gods etc.) does not necessarily mean that we should label all these rituals as shamanic. In addition, there is consensus among Kalmyk scholars, ordinary people, and medlegchis themselves that shamanism (as an independent belief system) ceased to exist in Kalmykia, at least in the forms it takes today in Tuva, Buryatia, and elsewhere among other Mongol groups. 
Secondly, Neumann Fridman’s account of the start of anti-shamanic repression by the Buddhist establishment also begs questions. The ancestors of the Kalmyks, several Oirat tribes, are known to have set out on a westward journey from Dzungaria in the second half of the 16th century. By the early 17th century, some of the tribes had already reached the territory of today’s Kalmykia to establish the Kalmyk Khanate (1630-1771). Given that shamanism was banned only in 1640 at a meeting of Mongol and Oirat lords which was held in Mongolia (Ulanov and others 2016), there was no institutionalized pressure against shamanism when the ancestors of the Kalmyks were on the move and during the formative years of the Khanate in the Lower Volga region. Shamanism among the Kalmyks was officially banned following this historic 1640 meeting that declared Buddhism the state religion among the Mongol and Oirat tribes at the expense of shamanism. We must conclude that shamanism and Buddhism must have openly co-existed among the Kalmyks at least during the first several decades of settlement in the new homeland. Such chronological accuracy is important to explain why shamanism was not eradicated among the Kalmyks and why folk healers, who identify themselves as Buddhists, use non-Buddhist ideas in their healing rituals.   
Thirdly, in today’s Kalmykia many locales are still believed to have local spirits or masters, presumed to be very ancient and predating the time when the Kalmyks accepted Buddhism as the state religion. Owing to the centuries-long suppression of non-Buddhist elements by the Buddhist establishment and later by the Russian Orthodox Church, these spirits, however, became so ambiguous, weak, and sinister – the shadows of their former selves, so to speak – that today none of them have names, clear attributes, or noteworthy functions (except for sending misfortunes to the living). In order to deal with them and keep them quiescent, medlegchis appeal to the supreme master of these spirits, Tsagan Aav (White Old Man). In other words, when medlegchis worship Tsagan Aav they include an ambiguous phrase ‘to the lords and masters of the locale’ in their prayers in the hope that their veneration will trickle down to all other nameless spirits through Tsagan Aav. The point is that the presence of local spirits, no matter how trivial or weak they may be today, means that they have existed in Kalmykia and that they might have been much stronger in the past. This also implies that the ancestors of the Kalmyks either brought these spirits with them or, already having the idea that mountains, lakes, etc. are powerful and have spirits, they discovered and began to worship these spirits when they arrived in their new homeland. Following the official ban, shamans in Kalmykia, however, did not disappear overnight. Notably in the 18th century, among Kalmyks there existed several types of specialists who practised various aspects of shamanism, including medlegchi, bo, udugun, and ubasantsa (Guchinova 2006:162). But under Buddhist pressure, by the 19th century, bo and udugun had already been shamanizing without traditional shamanic implements, such as mirrors, drums and other ‘musical’ instruments. Hence, they seemed less ‘shamanic’ and acted more like healers and bone-setters (Badmaeva 2002:205-209).
In her Shamans and Elders (1996), Caroline Humphrey argues that, among the Daur of China, another Mongolian group, there exist several types of ritual specialists who differ from the yadgan shaman (linguistically the same as the Kalmyk udugun), including otoshi (‘curer’; equivalent to the Kalmyk otch ‘bone-setter’), barishi (bone-setter), bariyachi (midwife), kianchi (sorcerer), and bagchi. What these specialists have in common is their ability to embody spirits and use dissociative states in their practical activities such as midwifery, bone-setting etc. The separation of specialists is justified, however, by the idea of there being manifold spirits which affect different spheres of human life and which call for different types of religious knowledge in order to deal with them. For example, when it is necessary to deal with the issues related to the reproduction of clans, the bagchi is the particular specialist involved. The bagchi’s main sphere of operation is the sacrifice to heaven and the mountain. They also perform rain-making and river ceremonies. When female life-giving and infant disease are to be dealt with, the otoshi is in charge, having to perform ceremonies involving spirits connected with trees and wind (Humphrey 1996:51, 323-325). 
In Kalmykia, the existence in the 18th century of bo, udugun, and ubasantsa specialists along with the medlegchi shows that in the past shamanism was more widespread and local spirits more distinctive so as to require the division of labour among specialists. With the gradual decline of shamanic influence characterized by the drop in the number of specialists and the growing ambiguity of spirits, by as early as the mid-20th century the names of these shamanic specialists had all but disappeared and some of their functions were relegated to medlegchis. This explains why the modern medlegchi is a universal healer whose help is sought in practically all life situations, from midwifery to bone-setting to ritual healing to divination to funerals. 
Spirits that medlegchis have to deal with have undergone considerable changes too. Before the adoption of Buddhism as the state religion, Kalmyk cosmology was inhabited by all kinds of spirits, including those of locales (hills, rivers, trees etc.) and those in charge of protecting various Kalmyk clans. Under Buddhism, these spirits were dealt with in different ways. For example, as Bakaeva notes, the clan-spirits (i.e. those protecting various clans) were banished into the wilderness and their places were taken up by Buddhist deities (Bakaeva 2009). Hence today protectors of all Kalmyk clans are exclusively Buddhist deities. Also, as mentioned above, it is Buddhist deities that offer patronage and (medical) advice to medlegchis. Not all pre-Buddhist spirits, however, suffered in the process. When Buddhist deities inadvertently became trivialized by the fact that they replaced low status clan-spirits, in the eyes of medlegchis Tsagan Aav (a shamanic deity who was included in the Buddhist pantheon and understood as the protector of all Kalmyks and Kalmyk land) rose to the top of the pantheon by acquiring the status of national god. This explains his enormous popularity in Kalmykia, especially among folk healers, many of whom place his image on their domestic altars above all other Buddhist deities, including the Buddha Shakyamuni himself.​[4]​
As one can see, forced to change and adapt, the institution of medgelcghi developed flexibility which proved to be beneficial for its survival not only under Buddhist monopoly but later under the Soviet regime as well that banned religion altogether. 


Medlegchis in the Soviet period

In Socialist Kalmykia religion was outlawed in the 1930s. All khuruls, or Buddhist temples, numbering 157 in 1872 (Guchinova 2006:169), were destroyed and the Buddhist clergy disrobed and persecuted. In 1943 the same fate befell the Kalmyks when the whole population was exiled to Siberia, the Far East and Central Asia on the charge of betraying the Soviet motherland. Having practically no rights and excluded from mainstream Soviet society, the exiled Kalmyks endured years of everyday humiliation, malnutrition, disease (Bugai 1991, Shevenova & Guchinova 2005), and uncertainty, prompting many to stick en masse to their banned beliefs. Ex-lamas and medlegchis, who offered treatment for both spiritual and bodily ailments and helped navigate in a world of uncertainty, commanded great respect among the population. When in 1957 the Kalmyks were pardoned and permitted to return to Kalmykia, many people, especially the adult population, returned from exile with their religious faith if not reinforced then at least intact. Whilst life in post-exile Kalmykia gradually improved and the atheist ideology began to bear fruit, many Kalmyks, including apparatchiki, did not give up their religious beliefs. Due partly to popular support and partly to the patronage of high-ranking bureaucrats who often made local policy adaptations in matters concerning individual religious practitioners, the local authorities would repeatedly turn a blind eye to well-known healers, not to mention the more obscure, local ones who were alleged to have operated in almost every big settlement in Kalmykia. Oleg Mandzhiev, a famous Kalmyk writer, related that black Volga cars (vehicles of high-ranking bureaucrats) were not infrequently seen parked in front of the houses of some prominent practitioners. Batr, a medlegchi himself, also reminisced that: 

Medlegchis have always existed in Kalmykia, even in Soviet times. This is because, I think, although modern medicine is progressive, there are many illnesses that doctors cannot cure, but medlegchis can… In Kalmykia, even doctors and nurses go to see medlegchis… When I was a child my mama used to go to a famous medlegchi – I think he was a former lama – in our village always at night that is, when it got dark. I remember, people hid behind trees, fences, sheds so that nobody could see them. In fact, that is how they stood in invisible queues. Each knew who was where in the queue. Whenever a car went past, they would hide like mice only to reappear with their heads popping up here and there, behind trees, fences.
In the post-exile period when Buddhism remained banned but folk medicine tolerated, a handful of ex-lamas who chose to secretly carry out religious practices acted in public more as folk healers than practitioners of institutionalized Buddhism as such.​[5]​ Hence they were addressed by the laity as medlegchi or sometimes emchi (doctor) or bagshi (teacher). Whatever they did in terms of Buddhism, they tried to do it in the context of healing rituals. Being named as such, some ex-lamas even became indistinguishable from medlegchis. For example, N. Kichikov (who died in 1985), better known by the name Namka, both encouraged and initiated many lay-people to become medlegchi. In Elista alone, the author of this article knows several medlegchis who chose their vocation on Namka’s advice.
Apart from single practitioners, be they medlegchis or ex-lamas, healing rituals were also carried out in group settings. Groups of middle-aged or older women, numbering from 10 to 20, secretly gathered on fasting days to pray and perform simple healing rituals, usually on children. These women were known among the population as matsgta (those who are fasting) (Bakaeva 2009:420, Neumann Fridman 2004:53). Apart from providing solidarity among the participants and serving the needs of the population, these group sessions were also instrumental in keeping rituals alive among the laity.​[6]​ 
The Soviet religious policy was always differentiated according to religious groups (Ramet 1998:35) and locations. If in Kalmykia the Orthodox Christian Church was allowed to run a prayer house under a strict control of the state, Buddhism was banned altogether, although it was allowed in Buryatia, another traditionally Buddhist republic in Siberia. In Kalmykia, this policy, which created further differentiation at lower levels, subjected all three groups under discussion –ex-lamas, medlegchis, and ‘fasting’ women – to differing degrees of surveillance, which affected the behavioural patterns of the individuals under surveillance. Broadly speaking, if the first group had to keep a low profile, the representatives of the other two groups, who operated rather as ‘wise old healers’ or ‘fasting women’ than ‘advocates of institutionalized Buddhism’, were relatively free to practise their craft. Thus, ex-lamas who became too public always faced the danger of being arrested, whereas the folk healers and ‘fasting’ women were usually only reprimanded. 
This environment of secrecy and disconnection in which religions were compelled to operate, had a negative impact on Buddhism in that it was deprived of its vital mechanism of transmitting and disseminating religious knowledge from master to disciple. Hence, after the fall of the Soviet Union, the Kalmyks had to revive institutionalized, or monastic, Buddhism by inviting lamas from Tibetan monasteries in India. By contrast, the practices of medlegchis and ‘fasting’ women, which focused more upon a ritual of healing than on (religious) knowledge, did not suffer under socialism as much, owing to the decentralized and eclectic nature of the medlegchi institution itself, which rested on the authority of the medlegchis themselves (who claim to receive knowledge directly from their guardian deities) rather than on anything else. By suppressing centralized religions, socialism sometimes worked in the opposite direction for decentralized ones. Being freed of Buddhist suppression, during this period the institution of medlegchi not only replenished its healing methods with modern ideas about energies (such as bio-energy, bio-electricity, cosmic energy, telepathic energy etc. that were widely used by all sorts of Russian psychics across the Soviet Union; Stephens 1997) but also thrived underground, often supported by powerful clients, resulting in its active and open proliferation following the collapse of the Soviet Union. 

Medlegchis in post-Soviet Kalmykia
The first Buddhist community in Kalmykia was set up in 1988 in Elista to be followed by many others across Kalmykia. In 1990 the first cohort of young Kalmyk men was sent to the Gandan Monastery in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia, to study Buddhism. Soon afterwards, another group was sent to the Ivolginskiy Monastery in Buryatia, east Russia. Starting from 1992, Kalmyk men have been sent to Tibetan monasteries in India. In 1993 the newly elected President Kirsan Ilyumzhinov furthered the religious revival by abolishing the 46th article of the old Constitution of Kalmykia which separated religion and state, and established the Department of Religious Affairs which was a part of the Government of Kalmykia.​[7]​ As a result, today the number of temples in Kalmykia stands at 30, and there are more than 150 Buddhist stupas across the republic, according to the Head Lama of Kalmykia. 
In Kalmykia, another category of practitioners who greatly benefitted from religious rehabilitation and revival – that in fact swept the entire country (see Ramet 1998) – were medlegchis who came out in great numbers to openly practice their healing rituals, a development also prompted by the growing demand for occult rituals. 
In her article ‘Tibetan Reform and the Kalmyk Revival of Buddhism’ (2008) Sinclair describes certain old Kalmyk men and women, referred to by the Tibetan lamas in Kalmykia as genmo and genpo (‘old men’ and ‘old women’ in Tibetan) or dzunma (‘fake’ in Tibetan), who practise remembered ‘historical Kalmyk Buddhism’ (i.e. folk Buddhism). Sinclair reports that these individuals, who often claim to be reincarnations of important deities, such as Green or White Tara or Tsagan Aav, claim to have ‘powers of communication with other realms’ (Sinclair 2008:252). These practitioners, described by Sinclair from the perspective of the Tibetan lamas using the Tibetan terms mentioned above are none other than medlegchi to use the Kalmyk term. It should be added that, whilst medlegchis are branded ‘fake’ Buddhists by the Tibetan lamas (which is understandable, for the ‘Buddhism’ practised by the medlegchis is different from Tibetan Buddhism), they (i.e. medlegchis) nevertheless command a great deal of sympathy on the part of many Kalmyk lamas, especially those who have been educated either in Mongolia or Buryatia, not least because of their shared past (remember in the Soviet period ex-lamas and medlegchis were indistinguishable from each other as a category). It should be also noted that some Kalmyk lamas, interviewed for this article, see the practices and beliefs of the medlegchis as part of Kalmyk folk Buddhist tradition (as opposed to Tibetan monastic Buddhism), which rules out the possibility of blaming medlegchis for being ‘fake Buddhists’ (the Tibetan understanding). As Agvan Eshe, a well-known Kalmyk lama, himself educated in a monastery in Buryatia, explained:
The medlegchis are closer to the Kalmyk lamas than to the Tibetans [who work in temples in Kalmykia]. We, so to speak, collaborate with each other… Medlegchis have always been [in Kalmykia], they are an inseparable part of Kalmyk society… Sometimes they send their clients [to me] to read prayers… I also carry out educational work among our medlegchis. Some of them come, ask questions, I explain what is what… After all, they are, as a rule, lay-people with no proper religious education… you have to explain certain things, [and] direct them.
Despite all the good intentions of some Kalmyk lamas, the creative genius of many medlegchis cannot be directed or tamed. Just as they did it in the past, folk healers continue to absorb new ideas for their healing rituals from a dynamic social environment. Apart from massive economic and social problems, the first decade of the post-Soviet era also brought new occult experiences, foreign missionaries (the Moonies, the Jehovah’s Witnesses etc.) and novel ideas, which were actively digested by a growing number of medlegchis.
In 1992 a strange occurrence was reported in Elista. In the 8th micro-district a UFO (which had been hitherto ridiculed in the Soviet press as a bourgeois myth or explained away as a natural aerial phenomenon) was witnessed by several people, including one Valeriy Dorzhinov who published his eye-witness accounts in a series of articles published in the local state-run newspaper Hal’mg Unn (Kalmyk Truth). Soon afterwards, excited citizens began to see UFOs all over Kalmykia. Another article published on 7 June 1995 in Izvestiya Kalmykii (Kalmyk News) ran: 

In response to our article ‘In the Night Sky Above Elista’ published on 2 June, all of a sudden our newspaper office was flooded with telephone calls from the readers. In order to process all the incoming information, our workers had to wait at the phone machine in turns. Being in a hurry to share what they saw, people phoned us not only from Elista but also from the remotest corners of Kalmykia. And this in spite of the high cost of intercity calls! Thank you, dear friends! From all the stories we have recorded so far, we tried to select the most, in our view, interesting and colourful ones.

These mass UFO-sightings, partly induced by Dorzhinov’s sensational publications and partly by similar UFO-related reports from other parts of Russia that were disseminated by mass media, affected not only ordinary citizens, including medlegchis, but some high-profile politicians as well. On 11 November 1995 President Kirsan Ilyumzhinov, in an interview with Izvestiya, announced that the world was about to meet extra-terrestrials. Two years later, his prophecy was fulfilled and he claimed that he was abducted by cosmic aliens. Ilyumzhinov’s aid Alexei Nuskhaev, who was Kalmykia’s State-Secretary for Ideology until 2000, was another politician who was preoccupied with extra-terrestrials.
While the skies over Kalmykia swirled with UFOs, in 1993 Kalmykia woke up to another type of occult event, but this time originating from their former archenemy, the United States. The messengers were the Moonies, or followers of the Unification Church (officially named The Holy Spirit Association for the Unification of World Christianity), who differ from other Christian denominations by their global unification appeal. Upon their arrival in Elista, the Moonies opened their office on the sixth floor of the House of Government (Izvestiya 08.06.1997) just above the office of the President of Kalmykia on the fifth floor. Having secured the support of the President, the American missionaries were quick to implement in many schools a new subject called ‘My world and I’ to educate youth in the spirit of the ‘planetary family’. In conjunction with this, the Ministry of Education of Kalmykia simultaneously organized a series of teaching methodology courses for secondary school teachers to prepare them for the subject.
Not all messengers, however, were from abroad or from the cosmos. In September 1995 the citizens of Elista, who were becoming accustomed to bizarre developments in their republic, witnessed yet another strange occurrence. A Chechen psychic called Aizen, barefoot and on horseback, made the following announcement in front of the Government House: ‘Soon will start the Third World War… Wars and cataclysms will spare some oil-poor parts of the globe: Canada, England, Australia, and some regions of Russia, including Kalmykia’ (Izvestiya 11.10.1995). Earlier that day, Aizen had been received by President Ilyumzhinov, who made a statement during his interview with Moskovskiy Komsomolets on the same day:

Correspondent: Do you have astrologists? 
Kirsan Ilyumzhinov: Both in Moscow and here [in Kalmykia] I have dozens of them. All come to me: Communists, anarchists, and those who are connected with the cosmos. I always receive them.
Correspondent: Who is that strange man who has just left your office?
Kirsan Ilyumzhinov: He is Aizen … from Chechnya, and he is a new Messiah. In a month or two he will announce himself to the world (Moskovskiy Komsomolets 6.09.1995).





Tsagan Aav (White Old Man as he is better known in literature) is a mythical figure from Mongolian, Buryat, Kalmyk, and other cultures, the master of nature, animals, and longevity. According to many scholars, this cult originated in old Central Asian cults of nature and ancestry. In shamanic hymns, White Old Man figures as the leader of all the spiritual masters of nature, including those of mountains and rivers (Elekhina 2015:394). With the advent of Buddhism among Mongolian tribes, White Old Man was incorporated into the Buddhist pantheon as a marginal figure. Despite being an unenlightened deity in Buddhism, therefore seen as a lesser deity among other Mongolian peoples (such as the Mongols and the Buryats), Tsagan Aav in Kalmykia came to be worshipped as a national deity-protector, the master of space, time, and all living beings.​[8]​ In Kalmykia, Tsagan Aav’s beloved animals are the saigak antelope and the snake. Hence in Kalmyk iconography he is depicted as a tall standing man with grey hair and beard, clad in a white robe, and accompanied by the saigak. In one hand he holds (Buddhist) prayer beads and in the other a stick, one end of which is adorned with the head of the snake, or the dragon. 
As the protector of Kalmykia, he is also believed to check on his land twice a lunar month, and during national holidays such as Ur Sar (the holiday at the beginning of summer) and Tsagan Sar (the holiday at the beginning of spring).
During the Soviet period when religion was suppressed, Tsagan Aav, ridiculed as superstition, was believed by pious people to have gone into hiding, only revealing himself through special signs – the saigak antelopes.​[9]​ In fact, Tsagan Aav disappeared not only in nature but also in the minds of many people – so much so that the former Press Secretary of the Head Lama of Kalmykia, a Kalmyk woman called Larisa, contended in 2010 that:
My grandmother never talked about Tsagan Aav. She talked about [the Buddhist goddess] Tara. We had a cult of the Green Tara. Where did this Tsagan Aav come from? I don’t know. Perhaps, somebody said that there was a worldly deity (mirskoe bozhestvo) who was master of the locality, and the rumour spread out. It is easier and more convenient [to believe in Tsagan Aav and ask him for something] than to arduously learn [the teachings of Buddha]… Why is it easier and convenient? Because he [i.e. Tsagan Aav] does not give deep knowledge, he answers only mundane questions. [For example, if someone asks,] ‘Why can’t I do this?’ [Tsagan Aav, through a medlegchi, answers,] ‘Here you are! Perform the ritual. Bring a block of tea’. It [i.e. the cult of Tsagan Aav] spread like this today. By guessing and speculating, [the rituals of Tsagan Aav] have been naturalised and became taken-for-granted.
Larisa’s characterization of the cult of Tsagan Aav is interesting for two reasons. Firstly, her complaint about people being interested more in superficial ritual (provided by medlegchis) than in deep knowledge (provided by the teachings of Buddha) is what one often hears from lamas sitting in the temples. Sinclair too reports that a Tibetan lama whom she interviewed in Elista observed that Kalmyks were more interested in ritual as a way to avoid danger and secure good luck than in Buddhist philosophy (Sinclair 2008). Given that religion was kept alive during the Soviet period by the medlegchis and ‘fasting’ women in the form of (healing) rituals rather than (Buddhist) knowledge, today a widespread interest in rituals among the population is understandable. Perhaps this is true in many places. The great majority of people in Mongolia, Buryatia, Inner Mongolia etc. are also interested to resolve their problems and not so much in philosophy, long difficult texts etc. Larisa’s other point about the haphazard popularization of Tsagan Aav in post-Soviet Kalmykia should not come as a surprise either, since many middle-aged Kalmyks contend that they never heard of him during the Soviet period. Equally, many people say that they saw secret domestic altars with an image of Tsagan Aav. To this should be added that there is disagreement among medlegchis themselves regarding the nature of Tsagan Aav, ranging from his attributes (as the protector of the Kalmyk nation, can he also be a protector of certain Kalmyk clans?) to the number of forms he can have (which range from one to 15 according to different medlegchis) to the rituals that he demands. This, of course, does not help people like Larisa to overcome their scepticism that Tsagan Aav must be a ‘made up deity in transformation’, which – factually speaking – he is.
In the late 1980s and early 1990s, which was also a time of mass possessions, Tsagan Aav emerged not only from hiding but he began to possess people (including medlegchis). One of the first post-Soviet Kalmyk lamas, Agvan Eshe, who believes in the existence of Tsagan Aav but personally never saw one, recalled the 1990s:
In Kalmykia, when perestroika began there were so many cases in which people started claiming to be this or that deity. It was the time when perhaps Communist ideology was dying out, religion was reviving and literature [on Buddhism] becoming available. People became engaged [in religious activities] and the spiritual vacuum that had existed previously started to fill up. So much was happening back then. People were possessed by all sorts of deities – the White Tara, the Green Tara, Mahakala, Tsagan Aav… some of them behaved abnormally. It was such an uncontrollable process… With time, these people became normal. Today they work, have families… the process returned to normality… Now, these people don’t say, ‘I am a White Tara or a Green Tara’, [instead] they say, ‘my deity-protector is the White Tara’. 
Galina, a self-proclaimed daughter of Tsagan Aav who performs ‘cosmic rituals’, does not, however, agree with Agvan Eshe that everything has returned to ‘normality’ when it comes to claims of the reincarnation of Tsagan Aav. She complains that she is often harassed by dozens of, as she puts it, ‘not very normal’ people of both sexes who claim to be the embodiment of her divine Father. According to her, to see Tsagan Aav is one thing (for many people see him anyway), but to claim to be his reincarnation or embodiment without any proof is simply wrong.
Today, the national god Tsagan Aav has been fully rehabilitated and his presence is felt not only in religious places. Statues of him have been erected in public spaces across the republic, three in the capital Elista alone (which is a small city with a population of around 100,000). In 2004 President Kirsan Ilyumzhinov even began to build a massive temple dedicated to Tsagan Aav (although later he was persuaded by the lamas to dedicate it to the Buddha Shakyamuni instead, and it is now the biggest Buddhist temple in Kalmykia). Given his omnipresence, it is no wonder that even sceptics admit to seeing the national god in their dreams. Apart from medlegchis, many pious people also say that they have established a special relationship with Tsagan Aav from whom they receive inspiration, blessing and help.
In their book Buddhism Transformed (1988), Gombrich and Obeyesekere describe the changing nature of Sinhala Buddhism amid rapidly evolving socio-economic and political conditions in Sri Lanka. According to the authors, new anxieties, frustrations, and expectations brought about by these changes required a new kind of solution, which was provided by certain alterations in the local Buddhist pantheon. Low deities or spirits with ‘dark sides’ such as Huniyam, Kali, and Kataragama, who were believed to be able to address immediate daily problems of the impoverished and disoriented masses, rapidly increased in prominence, eventually turning into enlightened deities. Meanwhile, the Buddha Shakyamuni and other high deities such as Vishnu, who came to be understood as being ‘too distant’ and ‘too moral’ to help people, lost prominence especially among the ‘lower’ classes (Gombrich & Obeyesekere 1988:96-200). The Sinhalese case described by Gombrich and Obeyesekere shows how the new needs and anxieties of lay people may not only trigger changes in the divine pantheon but also transform the nature of the deities themselves who are called upon to solve mundane problems.
The transformation of post-Soviet Kalmyk society is similar in many respects to the Sinhalese case. In Kalmykia, socio-economic and political changes also brought about new anxieties, some of them hitherto unknown. Mass unemployment, poverty, the opening up of Kalmykia to the world, spiritual revival, and widespread hysteria related to UFO sightings were just some of them. But unlike in Sri Lanka where deities were available for every occasion, in the Kalmyk case there were no deities known to deal with the new problems related to the opening up of space, especially the revelation of an ‘intelligent’ cosmos. The solution was found, however, not by inventing a totally new deity that could address these issues, but by making an old one ‘give birth’ to his copy. Tsagan Aav was a perfect candidate, for he had become so popular, omnipotent, and omnipresent that he could split into two without harming himself, becoming Earthly Tsagan Aav (Zemnoy Belyi Starets,) and Cosmic Tsagan Aav (Kosmicheskiy Belyi Starets). The former is depicted as a standing ancient figure which is a traditional Kalmyk icon. The latter is an older looking seated venerable, from an iconographic tradition followed by the Buryats and Mongols. That is, two different ways of depicting the same deity were used in the visual representation of the two Tsagan Aavs. As their names suggest, the standing Earthly Tsagan Aav dwells on Earth and is responsible for earthly matters (which includes looking after the Kalmyks and their spiritual needs), while Cosmic Tsagan Aav lives in the cosmos and is master of all space in the Universe and everything within it, including Earth. What this division does is to potentially enable medlegchis to not only make sense of opened up horizontal space (with its new places, religions, deities, messengers etc.) but also to have contact with and enter the vertical cosmic realm. 




Galina is a self-proclaimed Maitreya who prophesizes the imminent end of the world and the beginning of a new era. When the author of this article first interviewed her at the beginning of 2010, she lived in an apartment block in Elista but received her patients in her prayer house on the outskirts. A small building made of red bricks and half covered in white clay, the prayer house had two separate doors, one leading to the prayer hall and the other to Galina’s mother’s compartment. Surrounded by a tall wooden fence, the property was guarded by a small black mongrel with a limping back leg. 
Like many other medlegchis, Galina had also suffered from acute headaches, depression, and general bad health until she began to cure people in 1993 after accepting the patronage of Tsagan Aav. In the beginning Galina’s techniques were, as she recalled, quite simple, consisting of short Buddhist mantras combined with medicinal herbs and hand massage, which she claimed to have learnt from her guardian deity Tsagan Aav. She also performed simple clan rituals consisting of putting food offerings on fire to various deities and spirits in order to purify land and appease the ancestors of her clients. As her health improved, Galina began to discover in herself many other supernatural gifts, such as extra-sensory, bio-energetic, psychotherapeutic, and telepathic abilities to cure illnesses. As mentioned above, at that time various ideas about cosmic, bio-, and telepathic energies that had been secretly practised by psychics in the Soviet Union were becoming openly mainstream not only in Kalmykia but across Russia. Being a curious folk healer, Galina included many of these ‘energetic’ techniques in her healing sessions and began to do bio-energetic massages and use cosmic and telepathic energies.
As medlegchis generally do, Galina developed her own individual way of healing people. But unlike many others she engaged in active discussion of her practices not only with her guardian deities but also with other folk healers, Kalmyk lamas, and writers (including Valeriy Dorzhinov who wrote about UFOs). She also made a habit of reading Buddhist literature. No wonder, then, that her prayers, healing techniques, as well as a number of objects that she uses in her healing rituals constantly expanded to include all sorts of ‘medicinal’ stones, a saigak horn, an iron arrow, silver and copper coins, sticks, a rosary, a Buddhist bell and vajra, statues of deities etc. Claiming to be able to cure practically all illnesses, from alcohol addiction to cancer to AIDS, Galina also received new medicinal prayers from Tsagan Aav to treat these illnesses. 
Back in the 1990s when Tsagan Aav split into two, Galina realized that the first deity that took her under patronage was none other than Cosmic Tsagan Aav himself, and not his inferior twin. As her healing power grew, Galina accepted the patronage of other deities as well, including Earthly Tsagan Aav, Okn Tengr (whom Galina uses during rituals involving fire offerings), the White and Green Taras, Mahakala, just to mention a few. When Galina reached spiritual maturity, she learnt from Cosmic Tsagan Aav that she was Maitreya, his daughter.​[10]​ Not long after the revelation of her divine Father, Galina confessed to her biological mother:
In 1996 I told my mother who I really was… she said, ‘Oh gosh! If people learn who you are, they will laugh at you’. I told no one. But when I started doing [healing] rituals… [Cosmic] Tsagan Aav said to me, ‘Your task is to heal people, to purify people, you will purify land, prepare the land for the high cosmic level’.
In 1999 she was instructed by Cosmic Tsagan Aav to reveal her true Maitreya identity and establish a community called Vozrozhdenie (Revival) with the aim of unifying the three world religions (Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam, which, according to Galina, were spread by Cosmic Tsagan Aav’s three sons, Buddha, Jesus, and Mohammed) into a single planetary religion of High Cosmic Buddhism (vysshiy kosmicheskiy buddizm), this time headed by Galina herself. Hence, initially Galina chose a lotus and two swans to be the symbol of her community, the lotus representing Buddhism and the two swans Christianity and Islam respectively. 
Galina’s domestic altar can surprise any foreigner not familiar with Kalmyk medlegchis. It is neatly arranged with symbols and objects pertaining to the seemingly incompatible religions of shamanism, Christianity, Buddhism, Islam, and Judaism. Appropriately, the wall opposite the altar is covered with a blue cloth decorated with a lotus, seven swans, and the Russian inscription Ob’edinenie Vseh Religiy (Unification of All Religions). When the author of this article asked her about the discrepancy between her original logo consisting of two swans and the seven swans on the wall, she smiled and with a faintly visible blush said that she constantly had to add new rituals to her repertoire in view of new information streaming down from Cosmic Tsagan Aav. Thus, when she learnt that the prophet Moses was another of her ‘brothers’, she immediately included Judaism in the list of religions to be united under her power. Simultaneously, she was also asked by Cosmic Tsagan Aav to increase the number of the swans on her logo. 
Galina is no different from other two dozen folk healers interviewed for this paper in that her main vocation is to heal people. Like others, she performs a mixture of Buddhist, shamanic, folk and modern healing rituals and is open to further improvisation and spiritual eclecticism, as reflected in the Islamic, Christian, and Judaic symbols on her altar. But she is also different from many medlegchis because of the speed with which she absorbs and improvises new ideas into her healing rituals, partly because of her personality and social activities. She is a member of various spiritual and paranormal societies and is constantly in search of new information. 
Galina started her career as a typical medlegchi by accepting a deity and healing people. As her power and knowledge increased, she gradually accepted more deities and took on more responsibilities, which now include healing humanity along with planet Earth. Besides her primary tasks of receiving patients, performing clan rituals to appease ancestral spirits etc., which she does almost daily, Galina and her disciples​[11]​ undertake various ‘cosmic rituals’ to purify Earth with the help of a flotilla of UFOs sent by Cosmic Tsagan Aav. Galina and several of her most spiritually advanced disciples even allege that they have private spaceships. Apart from entertaining members of the Vozrozhdenie community on intergalactic journeys, the UFOs’ main task, however, is to beam down cosmic energy that creates what Galina affectionately calls ‘Shambala spots’ or ‘energy spots’ (energeticheskie tochki). Once the cosmic beams reach these spots, they will radiate and spread the energy of Shambala all around, gradually eradicating all diseases and turning the entire planet into an earthly paradise.​[12]​
To prepare the local population for this extraordinary event, Galina has published the newspaper Maitreya since 2001. She also has the seven-volume book Sacred Biddings of Tsagan Aav in which she discusses the information she and her disciples receive from the cosmos. In 2005 Galina, accompanied by three of her disciples, set off to Dharmasala, India, to pay a visit to the hierarchs of Buddhism, the Dalai Lama XIV and the Bogdo Gegen IX​[13]​, in order to show them her work and ask for blessing and approval. The trip was a success, according to Galina:




Most folk healers in Kalmykia describe themselves as Buddhists. Hence their altars are embellished with Buddhist statues and iconography, they read mantras, use Buddhist ceremonial implements and healing methods, accept Buddhist gods as their guardian deities, and uphold the Buddhist establishment as an authoritative institution. At the same time, folk healers also concede that they use non-Buddhist elements that they see as part of Kalmyk culture in general, and healing rituals in particular. Acknowledging this fact, folk healers also describe their beliefs and practices as constituting ‘folk’ or ‘traditional Buddhism’, which is not the same as ‘monastic Buddhism’ practised by lamas in the temples of Kalmykia.
The decentralized and eclectic nature of the institution of medlegchi is seen not only in rituals (different folk healers have not only a set of personal rituals but perform one and the same healing ritual in different ways) but in the naming as well. Hence, a tiny minority of folk healers identify themselves as boo or shamans, without necessarily practising shamanism as such.
Similarly, what is called khar shajin (black religion), which is said to be one of elements in the healing rituals of medlegchis, is not necessarily all about shamanism. Rather, the term khar shajin in this particular context should be seen as a conceptual tool or an umbrella term encompassing a variety of non-Buddhist rituals, both old and new. The healing rituals of medlegchis do not consist of two elements only, as most Kalmyks allege, but of many, including elements of shamanism, Buddhism, Christianity, modern ideas about energies etc. In this sense, the healing rituals of medlegchis can be described as a conglomeration of diverse belief systems and practices, both old and modern.
Having a flexible identity and practices, Kalmyk folk healers worship and accept the patronage of two types or groups of deities: (1) non-Buddhist spirits or deities that came to be included in the Buddhist pantheon and (2) conventionally Buddhist deities. In the first group the most prominent are two gods. First, the national god Tsagan Aav, a shamanic-turned-Buddhist deity who reveals his latent shamanic side during clan rituals aimed at the appeasement of local spirits and ancestors. Second, Okn Tengr who is regarded by many medlegchis as the shamanic goddess of fire, and at other times she is identified with the Tibetan deity Palden Lhamo and is revered as the Buddhist protector of Kalmykia. Ambiguous spirits of non-Buddhist affiliation are also in this group. The second group consists of various Buddhist deities responsible for health, longevity, wisdom, music, and fortune.
The relationship of medlegchis with their guardian deities can best be described as a symbiosis, for the identity of the former is not always clearly differentiable from that of the latter. Hence, if some medlegchis assert that they are permanently connected with their guardian deities, others claim to be the deities themselves, as in the case of Galina who claims to be Maitreya.
Compelled to operate independently and beyond any centralized authority, medlegchis are also creative practitioners who constantly absorb new ideas and concepts into their healing practices. Thus, many modern anxieties related to the opened-up ‘intelligent’ cosmos, as well as popular topics concerning planetary unification or the importance of peaceful co-existence with other ‘traditional’ religions of Russia (including Orthodox Christianity, Islam, and Judaism, the idea of which has been actively promoted by the Russian federal government) – all these have been incorporated, albeit to varying degrees, into the healing practices of medlegchis. In the age of digital technologies, ‘absorption’ only seems to accelerate, with an ostensibly unstoppable self-multiplication of deities. Galina, for example, estimates the number of Tsagan Aavs to be 15. Vladimir, another folk healer from Elista who also claims to be the embodiment of Maitreya, says that there are 13 Maitreyas altogether.
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^1	  Kirsan Ilyumzhinov (born in 1962), currently the head of the International Chess Federation (FIDE), was President of Kalmykia from 1993 to 2010. 
^2	  Although most Muslims disapprove of this, in Iran depictions of Mohammed are known to have been used in postcards, calendars and the like. The picture Galina keeps on her altar was given to her by an Azeri woman from Kalmykia who had travelled to Iran.
^3	  Neumann Fridman uses the word ‘rituals’ instead of ‘theological aspect’ which is the interpretation of the author of this paper. During the centuries of Buddhist suppression, not only did shamanism dispose of its rituals but it also had to give up its world-views about various tengris and spirits. For the purpose of clarity, the paper uses the expression ‘theological aspect’ instead, which does not change Neumann Fridman’s overall argument.
^4	  Many lamas, however, disapprove of this arrangement. They advise the laity to put the image of the Buddha Shakyamuni above all other deities including Tsagan Aav.
^5	  Among them were O. Dordzhiev (who died in 1980) from the village of Tsagan-Aman, N. Kichikov (died in 1985) from the sovkhoz Zalivnoi, S. Ulyumdzhiev (died in 1990) from the village of Troistksoe, Sanzhi gelung (died in 1996), and several others. 
^6	  Such group sessions were also known to be held in pre-Revolutionary Kalmykia (Neumann Fridman 2004:74).
^7	  In 1998, the Department of Religious Affairs was merged with the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs. In 2002, religious affairs were put under the jurisdiction of the Department in charge of NGOs in the Administration of President of Kalmykia. 
^8	  The only other Mongolian group among which Tsagan Aav is highly revered is the Oirats of Western Mongolia – not surprising, given that the Kalmyks and the Oirats are historically the same people. See Bernard Charlier, Faces of the Wolf, Faces of the Individual: Anthropological Study of Human, Non-Human Relationships in West Mongolia (2011), unpublished PhD dissertation in the Department of Social Anthropology, the University of Cambridge.
^9	  Several elderly Kalmyks informed me that in 1943 when the whole Kalmyk population was deported to Siberia and Central Asia, the saigaks also disappeared in Kalmykia only to re-appear in 1957 when the Kalmyks were pardoned and allowed to return to Kalmykia. During the exile, Tsagan Aav was also believed to have left Kalmykia along with the saigaks.
^10	  In Buddhist tradition Maitreya, is understood to be a male god. The mother of two, Galina claims that although she is female in shape, in essence she is a genderless being. 
^11	  Galina has 15 disciples, among them 11 women and four men, most of whom are medlegchis themselves from different parts of Kalmykia. 
^12	  In the Buddhist Kalachakra teachings, Shambala is ruled by Maitreya. According to prophecy, when the world declines, Maitreya will emerge from Shambala with an army to usher a worldwide Golden Age.
^13	  His civil name is Sonam Tenzin Dargyal (1932-2012). His previous reincarnation, the Bogdo Gegen VIII (1869-1924), was the spiritual leader and monarch of Outer Mongolia. Sonam Tenzin Dargyal was born in Tibet but later fled to India where in 1991 he was recognized by the Dalai Lama as the Bogdo Gegen IX. He died in Ulaanbaatar, Outer Mongolia.
^14	  The volumes of Galina’s book are in Russian, so it is unlikely that the Dalai Lama actually read them.
